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practical action to impact those on the ground. This global focus is very timely and there is value in 
taking a look at this issue from a Commonwealth perspective. There is currently no active inter-state 
V��y�VÌ� ���Ì�i�
�����Üi>�Ì�I, an association of governments and peoples built around shared 
language, institutions, challenges, aspirations and values, which often describes itself as a family. 
With 53 member states, a combined population of 2.2 billion (approximately 30% of the world’s 
population), and a membership model predicated primarily on a country’s commitment to upholding 
shared values and principles, including the protection and promotion of human rights, democracy and 
the rule of law, the Commonwealth aspires to being an example of peaceful international relations.

�>Ì>�vÀ���Ì�i�V��«Ài�i�Ã�Ûi�1««Ã>�>�
��y�VÌ��>Ì>�*À�}À>�II����Þ�y>}Ã�Õ«�V��y�VÌ��>Û��}�Ì>�i��
«�>Vi����ÃiÛi��
�����Üi>�Ì��V�Õ�ÌÀ�iÃ����Ì�i��>ÃÌ�wÛi�Þi>ÀÃ°�9iÌ]�Ü���ÃÌ�VÕÀÀi�Ì�Þ��>Û��}������ÌiÀ�
ÃÌ>Ìi�V��y�VÌ]�Ì�i�
�����Üi>�Ì��V>���Ì�V�>���Ì�>Ì��Ì�̀ �iÃ���Ì�iÝ«iÀ�i�Vi�Û���i�Vi°�ƂÀ�i`�����Ì�>Ã�
ÃÕV�� >Ã�	�����>À>�� ��� �}iÀ�>�«À�Û�`i� ÃÌ>À�� iÛ�`i�Vi��v� ��}���}� Û���i�Vi� >�`� V��y�VÌ�Ü�Ì����
Commonwealth countries and consequent dangers of increasing state fragility. With the accompanying 
infographic map, The Royal Commonwealth Society has shown countries in the Commonwealth 
Ì�>Ì� �>Ûi� iÝ«iÀ�i�Vi`� V��y�VÌ]� Ü��V�� �>Þ� Li� ÃÌ>Ìi�L>Ãi`]� ����ÃÌ>Ìi]� ��ÌÀ>�� �À� ��ÌiÀ�ÃÌ>Ìi°

The Royal Commonwealth Society has therefore entitled this infographic ‘Hidden Violence in the 

�����Üi>�Ì�½]� Ì�� `i«�VÌ� Ì�>Ì� �ÕÌÃ�`i� Ì�i� ÀiV�}��Ãi`� v�À�Ã� �v� `�ÀiVÌ� V��y�VÌ]� V�Ì�âi�Ã� �v� Ì�i�
Commonwealth experience high levels of violence in all its forms, whether sexual, physical, emotional 
or structural. The map contains data on modern slavery, intimate partner violence, female genital 
mutilation / cutting, and child marriage. Deep-rooted gender inequality is an important factor in the 
violence that the map shows, with the majority of violent acts perpetrated against girls and women. 
However, modern slavery, intimate partner violence and child marriage also affect men and boys. 
/��Ã�LÀ�iw�}�«>«iÀ�̀ �ÃVÕÃÃiÃ�Ì�iÃi��ÃÃÕiÃ������Ài�̀ iÌ>��]�«À�Û�`iÃ���Ài�̀ iÌ>��i`���v�À�>Ì�������Ì�i�
statistics that the map displays, and unpacks some of the questions that were raised during the research.

Introduction
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Female Genital Mutilation / Cutting (FGM/C) 
relates to practices involving the partial or 
total removal of the female external genitalia 
or other injury to the female genital organs for 
non-medical reasons. FGM/C has devastating 
and long lasting health consequences for 
women and girls: it can cause severe bleeding 
and problems urinating, and later cysts, 
infections, infertility as well as complications 
in childbirth and increased risk of new-born 
`i>Ì�Ã°� ƂÃ� ÃÕV�� ���É
� �Ã� >� Û���>Ì���� �v� Ì�i�
right to health, physical and mental integrity, 
freedom from violence, freedom from torture, 
cruel, inhuman and degrading treatments, 
and life (when the procedure results in death).

FGM/C is a practice which has deep-rooted 
cultural, social, and sometimes religious 
Ã�}��wV>�Vi� ��� �>�Þ� Ã�V�iÌ�iÃ°� �Ì� V>�� Li� «>ÀÌ�
of a coming-of-age rite, a preparation for 
�>ÀÀ�>}i]� >� vÕ�w��i�Ì� �v� Ài��}��ÕÃ� �L��}>Ì���Ã]�
or a measure to preserve virginity. The practice 
is often supported or perpetrated by the 
family of the victim, and particularly mothersIII. 
For these reasons the practice is one that the 
international community must combat with 
sensitivity. The differing terminology highlights 
the sensitivity of the issue, with some deciding 
to call the practice female genital mutilation, 
emphasising the damage caused to victims, 
and others terming it female genital cutting, 
in an attempt not to alienate victims and 
perpetrators alike. The Royal Commonwealth 
Society has chosen in this research to adopt 
the terminology used by UNICEF – FGM/CIV.

The map shows Commonwealth countries 
in which more than 10% of women aged 15 
to 49 have undergone FGM/C. Sierra Leone 
(88%), Nigeria (27%), Kenya (27%) and Tanzania 

(15%)all have prevalence above this threshold, 
according to data in UNICEF’s State of the 
World’s Children report 2014V. Of particular 
concern is Sierra Leone with a prevalence of 
88%. Within the Commonwealth the practice is 
also found in Uganda, Cameroon and Ghana, 
with estimated prevalence rates of between 1 
and 4%; and within migrant populations in many 
other countries. Whilst statistical data is not 
available or reliable, there is anecdotal evidence 
to show that FGM/C is practiced in several 
other Commonwealth countries including India, 
Sri Lanka and MalaysiaVI. More information is 
needed on prevalence rates in these countries if 
a reliable picture of FGM/C is to be built. Finally, 
FGM/C and support for it often moves across 
borders as people do. Studies in countries where 
FGM/C is practiced by migrant populations 
have sought to provide estimates of the number 
of victimsVII, however more research needs 
to be done (particularly in Commonwealth 
V�Õ�ÌÀ�iÃ�ÃÕV��>Ã�Ì�i�1�]�
>�>`>]�ƂÕÃÌÀ>��>�>�`�
-�ÕÌ�� ƂvÀ�V>®� Ì�� Õ�`iÀÃÌ>�`� «ÀiÛ>�i�Vi� Ü�Ì����
migrant populations and the links between 
migrant communities and countries of origin, 
to show where and how FGM/C takes place.

Ƃ�Ì��Õ}�� ÀiÃi>ÀV�� >�`����i�ÌÕ����� �i�>�i�
Genital Mutilation/Cutting has grown, and the 
issue is being highlighted, it is still a hidden 
violence issue for several reasons. Cultural 
sensitivity has been used as a reason why the 
international community has not done more to 
Ì>V��i�Ì�i�«À>VÌ�Vi°����É
�ÀiyiVÌÃ�`ii«�À��Ìi`�
inequality between the sexes and gender divides, 
and is not generally an openly discussed topic 
amongst families. Most victims are children, with 
FGM/C practiced for the most part between 
infancy and age 15, and are therefore not usually 
able to speak out openly about the practiceVIII.

Female Genital Mutilation / Cutting
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��Ì��>Ìi�*>ÀÌ�iÀ�6���i�Vi��*6®�ÀiviÀÃ�Ì��Û���i�Vi�
perpetrated by one spousal partner against 
another and can include physical, sexual 
and emotional forms of violence. ‘Domestic 
violence’, ‘dating violence’ and ‘wife beating’ all 
Ài�>Ìi� Ì�� �*6°�ƂÃ�Üi��� >Ã� Ì�i��LÛ��ÕÃ� ��«>VÌ��v�
�*6����Ì�i�Û�VÌ��Ã� �Ì�V>��>�Ã���>Ûi� ���}��>ÃÌ��}�
consequences for children involved in a family 
Ü�iÀi� �*6��VVÕÀÃ°� � ��Ì��>Ìi�«>ÀÌ�iÀ� Û���i�Vi� �Ã�
most often perpetrated by men against women 
and the World Health Organisation estimates 
that on average 30% of women globally who 
have been in a relationship report experiencing 
sexual or physical violence by their partnerIX. 
However, it is important to note that men can be 
victims of sexual, physical and emotional abuse 
just as women can be perpetrators and it is not 
unique to one-man-one-woman relationships. 
�*6��Ã�>��Õ�>��À�}�ÌÃ��ÃÃÕi]�>�`�V>��Û���>Ìi�Ì�i�
right to life, to be free from torture or inhuman or 
degrading treatment, to respect for private and 
family life, and to the prohibition of discrimination.

The map shows the Commonwealth countries in 
which more than 10% of women are estimated 
to have experienced physical and / or sexual 
violence from an intimate partner. Based on data 
V��«��i`�LÞ�1 �7��i�½Ã��`�6���i�Vi�Ƃ}>��ÃÌ�
Women CampaignX Ì�i�,
-��>Ã� �`i�Ì�wi`� Ì�i�
following countries that meet this criteria: Jamaica 
(15.4%), Malta (16%), Nigeria (18.3%), Maldives 
£�°x¯®]���>�>�ÓÓ°�¯®]�ƂÕÃÌÀ>��>�ÓÇ¯®]�1��Ìi`�
Kingdom (28.4%), Malawi (31%), New Zealand 
(33.1%), Namibia (35.9%), Tuvalu (36.8%), India 
(37.2%), Mozambique (40%), Kenya (41.2%), 
Zambia (42.3%) Tanzania (43.6%), Samoa (46.1%), 
Uganda (50.5%), Cameroon (51.5%), Bangladesh 
(53.3%),  Rwanda (56.4%), Vanuatu (60%), 
Solomon Islands (63.5%) and Kiribati (67.6%). 
-�ÕÌ��ƂvÀ�V>�>�`�Ƃ�Ì�}Õ>�>�`�	>ÀLÕ`>��>Ûi�>�Ã��
been included: although a combined statistic 

for sexual and physical violence is unavailable, 
the estimated prevalence of physical intimate 
partner violence alone in both countries is above 
our threshold, at 12.5% and 30% respectively. 
�*6��Ã�Ü�`iÃ«Ài>`����Ì�i�
�����Üi>�Ì�]�>�`��Ì�
is of grave concern that seven Commonwealth 
countries have a prevalence rate of over 50%. 
/�i�v>VÌ�Ì�>Ì�ÓÇ¯��v�Ü��i�����ƂÕÃÌÀ>��>]�Ón¯����
the UK and 33.1% of women in New Zealand have 
iÝ«iÀ�i�Vi`�ÃiÝÕ>���À�«�ÞÃ�V>����Ì��>Ìi�*>ÀÌ�iÀ�
Violence shows that this is a problem that affects 
even the richest Commonwealth countries, and 
which cannot be ignored by any. The statistics 
are even more concerning when extremely low 
Ài«�ÀÌ��}� À>ÌiÃ� �v� �*6� >Ài� Ì>�i�� ��Ì�� >VV�Õ�Ì°

Ƃ�Ì��Õ}�� ��Ì��>Ìi� «>ÀÌ�iÀ� Û���i�Vi� �Ã� >�
widespread issue, it is also very much a form 
of hidden violence. Firstly, it occurs within the 
private sphere of the home, and within private 
Ài�>Ì���Ã��«Ã]��>���}��Ì�`�vwVÕ�Ì�Ì��ÀiÃi>ÀV��>�`�
sensitive to external intervention. Secondly, 
there are methodological questions about 
��Ü� ��Ì��>Ìi�«>ÀÌ�iÀ� Û���i�Vi� �Ã�`iw�i`]�Ü�>Ì�
types of violence are included, what age-range 
is included in a given survey and what forms of 
intimate partner relations are includedXI. Thirdly, 
as mentioned at the outset of this section, 
studies of intimate partner violence focus heavily 
on  violence perpetrated by men against women 
and this leaves a gap in knowledge of intimate 
violence within LGBTI relationships, by female 
perpetrators and against male victims. Finally, 
despite the large amounts of available data for 
Ã«iV�wV� V�Õ�ÌÀ�iÃ]� V��«��>Ì���Ã� �v� ��v�À�>Ì����
sorted by country still lack information on many 
countries, particularly in the Caribbean. These 
issues highlight the need for more systematic 
research which can shed light on the variety 
of forms of intimate partner violence and 
its practice in all Commonwealth countries.

Intimate Partner Violence
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Modern slavery refers to various forms of 
coercive servitude, which can include bonded 
labour, child slavery, early and forced marriage, 
forced labour, descent-based slavery and 
�Õ�>�� ÌÀ>vwV���}°�  �Ì� >��� v�À�Ã� �v� Ã�>ÛiÀÞ�
are physically coercive but coerced servitude 
through fear or economic bondage can create 
a space in which sexual and physical violence 
is perpetrated with impunity. In all its forms, 
modern slavery is an affront to human dignity 
>�`� >� �Õ�>�� À�}�ÌÃ� Û���>Ì���°� 9iÌ� �Ì� �Ã� >� ÌÀÕ�Þ�
global phenomenon. In the age of globalisation 
Û�VÌ��Ã��v���`iÀ��Ã�>ÛiÀÞ�V>��Li�ÌÀ>vwV�i`�>VÀ�ÃÃ�
borders, and the proceeds of forced servitude 
moved around the world with comparative 
ease. Even beyond areas where slavery is 
highly prevalent the impact of – and therefore 
the duty to address – slavery can be found.

The map shows the Commonwealth countries 
within the 30 countries globally with the 
highest prevalence of modern slavery. Based 
on the Walk Free Foundation’s Global Slavery 
Index  (adjusted to exclude Child Marriage 
which we have addressed separately in this 
ÀiÃi>ÀV�®� Üi� �>Ûi� �`i�Ì�wi`� Ì�i� v����Ü��}�
Commonwealth countries within this criterion: 
*>��ÃÌ>�� £°£�¯®]� ��`�>� £°£Î¯®]� -�iÀÀ>� �i��i�
(0.75%), Ghana (0.71%), Cameroon (0.71%) 
and Uganda (0.70%). The absolute number of 
iÃÌ��>Ìi`�Ã�>ÛiÃ�v�À���`�>�>�`�*>��ÃÌ>��>Ài�Ì�i�
highest globally with 13,956,010 and 2,127,132 
respectively. In absolute terms Nigeria is the 
fourth worst country with an estimated 701,032 
slaves, despite having a lower prevalence rate 
when calculated against the overall population. 
Bangladesh, Tanzania and Mozambique also 
have high prevalence in absolute terms in 
addition to the countries shown on our map.

ƂÌÌi�«ÌÃ� Ì��«À�Û�`i� >�}��L>�� iÃÌ��>Ìi��v� Ì�i�
prevalence of modern slavery are still in relative 
infancy but the Global Slavery IndexXII is an 
encouraging step. The US State Department’s 
/À>vwV���}� ��� *iÀÃ��Ã� ,i«�ÀÌXIII is another 
useful resource for building a global picture of 
modern slavery, but it only addresses human 
ÌÀ>vwV���}°� ƂÃ� Ü�Ì�� �Ì�iÀ� v�À�Ã� �v� ��``i��
violence, modern slavery can be an extremely 
`�vwVÕ�Ì� �ÃÃÕi� Ì�� iÝ>���i� >�`� Ì>�i� >VÌ������°�
ƂÃ«iVÌÃ�ÃÕV��>Ã�i>À�Þ��>ÀÀ�>}i�V>��Ì>�i�«�>Vi�
in the context of family relations. Other aspects 
of modern slavery are organised by globalised 
criminal networks adept at avoiding detection 
and prosecution. The phenomenon of modern 
slavery is complex and thus requires multiple 
forms of research and government detection 
efforts in order to gain a true picture of its 
scale and the damage it causes. In addition 
to the problem of identifying modern slavery, 
research on the issue also falls short in terms 
of its coverage. Of particular relevance to the 
Commonwealth is the omission of many Small 
�Ã�>�`�-Ì>ÌiÃ����Ì�i�
>À�LLi>�]�*>V�wV�>�`���`�>��
"Vi>�Ã°���Ûi��Ì�>Ì�Üi��>Ûi��`i�Ì�wi`�ÃiÛiÀ>��
of these countries as having worrying levels of 
child marriage there is a strong need for more 
research into modern slavery in these countries. 
Recently countries across the Commonwealth 
have become more active in addressing 
Modern Slavery and research attempting to 
give a global picture of the issue is encouraging, 
however more work is needed to address 
Ã�>ÛiÀÞ� ��� V�Õ�ÌÀ�iÃ� Ü��V�� >Ài� ��Ài� `�vwVÕ�Ì�
for the international community to access.

Modern Slavery
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Child Marriage refers to girls married before 
they reach 18 years old, without meaningful 
consent, and in many cases against their will. 
Child marriage occurs in many countries across 
the Commonwealth, and is a result of a range 
of interrelated and complex issues, including 
gender inequality, poverty, negative traditional 
or religious practices, and failure to enforce 
laws. It affects children’s and women’s rights to 
health, education, equality, non-discrimination 
and to live free from violence and exploitation. 
Child marriage also exposes girls to sexual 
intimacy for which they are not physically 
ready. Evidence shows that for girls aged 15-19 
worldwide, early pregnancy is the main cause of 
death; they are more vulnerable to pregnancy-
Ài�>Ìi`����ÕÀ�iÃ�ÃÕV��>Ã��LÃÌiÌÀ�V�wÃÌÕ�>Æ�>�`�Ì�i�À�
V���`Ài��>Ài���Ài����i�Þ�Ì��̀ �i����Ì�i�À�wÀÃÌ�Þi>À��v�
lifeXIV. Child brides are also unlikely to continue 
their education, and thus cannot learn skills and 
gain knowledge that could enable them to earn 
an independent income, lift their families out 
of poverty, or participate fully in political life.

The map indicates Commonwealth countries 
where the prevalence of child marriage is above 
20%, based on data compiled in the UNICEF 
State of the World’s Children 2014 reportXV. 
This data shows the percentage of women 
aged 20-24 years old who were married or in 
union before they were 18 years old. Data is 
based on Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys 
(MICS), Demographic and Health Surveys 
(DHS) and other national surveys, and refers 
to the most recent year available during the 
«iÀ��`�Óääx�Óä£Ó°�/��Ã�`>Ì>� �`i�Ì�wiÃ� ÌÜi�ÌÞ�
Commonwealth countries in which prevalence 
is above 20%: Bangladesh (65%), Mozambique 
(48%), Malawi (50%), India (47%), Sierra Leone 
(44%), Zambia (42%), Uganda (40%), Nigeria 

(39%), United Republic of Tanzania (37%), 
Cameroon (38%), Nauru (27%), Vanuatu (27%), 
	i��âi� ÓÈ¯®]� �i�Þ>� ÓÈ¯®]� *>��ÃÌ>�� Ó{¯®]�
Guyana (23%), Solomon Islands (22%), Ghana 
Ó£¯®]� *>«Õ>� iÜ��Õ��i>� Ó£¯®]� >�`���À�L>Ì��
(20%). The data shows that child marriage is not 
>�� �ÃÃÕi�Ì�>Ì� �Ã�V��w�i`�Ì����i�Ài}�����v� Ì�i�
Commonwealth, but many. The Commonwealth 
also contains six of the top twenty countries 
in the world (as listed above) with the highest 
prevalence of child marriage, with India counting 
the highest number of child brides in the world.

Data on child marriage prevalence for a further 
ten Commonwealth countries features in 
UNICEF’s State of the World’s Children 2014 
report, with prevalence ranging from 19%-4%: 
Lesotho (19%), Sri Lanka (12%), Tuvalu (10%), 
Jamaica (9%), Namibia (9%), Rwanda (8%), 
Trinidad and Tobago (8%), Swaziland (7%), 
-�ÕÌ��ƂvÀ�V>�È¯®]�>�`�/�i��>�`�ÛiÃ�{¯®°�/��Ã�
leaves 23 of 53 countries for which we have no 
data, many of which are Small Island States.

/�i�̀ >Ì>��`i�Ì�wiÃ�V���`��>ÀÀ�>}i�>Ã�>���ÃÃÕi�Ì�>Ì�
affects many Commonwealth countries, and that 
should thus be addressed by the Commonwealth 
as a priority. The Royal Commonwealth 
Society has been working on this, alongside 
«>ÀÌ�iÀÃ�*�>��1�]�Ã��Vi�Óä£äXVI. We have made 
progress in getting this issue recognised by 
the Commonwealth in communiques following 
both the 2011 and 2013 Commonwealth 
Heads of Government Meetings, but more 
needs to be done to eradicate child marriage.

Child Marriage
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�����Üi>�Ì���Ã�iÝÌÀi�i�Þ���}�]�
�Ã���Ì�V��w�i`�Ì����i�Ài}���]�>�`��i}>Ì�Ûi�Þ���«>VÌÃ�Õ«���Ì�i���ÛiÃ��v�L������Ã��v�
�����Üi>�Ì��
citizens. Much of the violence depicted is perpetrated against women and girls, and is rooted in deep 
}i�`iÀ���iµÕ>��ÌÞ°�Ƃ���ÃÃÕi�Ì�>Ì��>Ã�Lii��̀ �ÃVÕÃÃi`�Ü�Ì����Ì��Ã�̀ �VÕ�i�Ì��Ã�>��>V���v�ÃÌ>Ì�ÃÌ�V>��̀ >Ì>�v�À�
many issues and in many countries. With a high proportion of remote small island states, and of less 
iV�����V>��Þ�̀ iÛi��«i`�ÃÌ>ÌiÃ]�̀ >Ì>�V���iVÌ�����Ã���Ài�̀ �vwVÕ�Ì����Ì�i�
�����Üi>�Ì�°���ÜiÛiÀ]�Ì�iÀi�
are gaps in the data presented across many regions of the Commonwealth, and this is an issue that 
governments, non-governmental organisations and inter-governmental organisations need to address.

Ƃ�Ì��Õ}��Ì�iÀi��Ã�ÃÌ������Ài�Ü�À��Ì��Li�̀ ��i�����`i�Ì�vÞ��}�>�`�>``ÀiÃÃ��}�Ì�i��>ÌÕÀi�>�`�«ÀiÛ>�i�Vi�
of Hidden Violence, encouraging steps have been taken across the Commonwealth and around 
Ì�i�Ü�À�`°�/�i����L>��-Õ���Ì�Ì���`�-iÝÕ>��6���i�Vi����
��y�VÌ�Ài«ÀiÃi�ÌÃ�>�}Ài>Ì��««�ÀÌÕ��ÌÞ�
Ì���>�i� >� ÃÌ>�`� ��� }i�`iÀ]� Ã�V�>�� >�`� V��y�VÌ�Ài�>Ìi`� Û���i�Vi°� ƂÃ� Üi��� >Ã� >``ÀiÃÃ��}� ÃiÝÕ>��
Û���i�Vi� ���V��y�VÌ�>Ì�>� �iÛi��Ü��V���>Ã���Ì�Lii����Ì�iÀÌ��>VV��«��Ã�i`]� �Ì� �Ã� Ì�� Ì�i��À}>��ÃiÀÃ½�
VÀi`�Ì� Ì�>Ì� Ì�i� ÃÕ���Ì� Ãii�Ã� Ì��>``ÀiÃÃ� Ì�i�Ü�`iÀ� V��ÌiÝÌ��v�}i�`iÀ]� ÃiVÕÀ�ÌÞ�>�`�Û���i�Vi°�ƂÃ�
this discussion paper shows, violence stretches across the world in a variety of complex and inter-
related forms. By identifying, understanding and confronting this violence the Commonwealth 
and the international community can bring greater harmony to citizens around the world.

Conclusions

�È�� � � � � � � � �/��,"9č��
"��" 7č�/��-"
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